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Many studies about the effect of committee standards and regulation on innovation 
suffer from two problems, according to the literature: the two rule-types are not 
explicitly distinguished and the focus is on indirect innovation effects. In this paper, 
we address these issues using Vatn’s (2005) classical institutional economics 
framework. We use it to explore their differences, examine what happens inside the 
black box of inner workings and direct effects, and understand how these influence 
innovation.  

Some main findings are that while the institutions of standards and regulation 
address different problems, coordinate by different means, and are characterized by 
different inner mechanisms and effects, Vatn’s classification of institutional 
specialization views them as interrelated. This implies that Variety reduction, which 
characterizes standards, is part of Conflict resolution, which is how Vatn 
characterizes regulation. Moreover, he points out that rules (re-) produce and 
protect the values, interests and rationalities dominant in the institutional settings in 
which they are developed. As we show, his framework thus sheds light on the 
substance of rules and their effect, and highlights, e.g., the counteracting individual 
market rationality of stakeholders (i.e., maximizing individual utility) and the 
collective rationality (reciprocity) in committee standardization.  

By combining a functional approach (focus on mechanisms) and substantive 
approach (content-oriented focus), we propose an integrated model for analyzing 
the - black-boxed generic - direct effects and indirect effects in innovation research. 
The paper further identifies several new avenues for follow-up research and, 
notably, our hypotheses about the kind of innovation which standards and regulation 
lead to.  

1. Introduction 

It is not uncommon for laypersons as well as professionals to talk about rules in an 
undifferentiated manner, for example, in the context of disfunctioning bureaucracy (Peeters and 
Widlak, 2018). Rules may then refer to regulation1, instructions etc. as well as standards. This 
is also the case in our area of interest, which is, how standards and regulation affect innovation 
(Hawkins and Blind, 2017, p.5). For example, in innovation research commissioned by the UK 
government standards and regulation were treated as one category (Swann, 2005; Swann and 

 

1 In innovation literature ‘regulation’ is not strictly defined. But it roughly refers to “regulation [consists of] rules 
made by a government or other authority in order to control the way something is done or the way people behave.” 
(Cobuild English Dictionary) See our caveat in the footnote of section 4.2. 
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Lambert, 20102). That their difference is not always emphasized is also illustrated by the 
ISO/IEC definition of ‘standard’3. It could also cover ‘regulation’, we note in Egyedi et al. 
(2018)4.  

In a previous paper, Egyedi, Widlak and Ortt used Lessig’s (1999, 2006) framework of 
regulatory modalities5 to explore whether standards and regulation can be treated as one in 
respect to their innovation6 effect (Egyedi et al., 2018). In this twin paper we adopt a different 
theoretical angle, i.e., Vatn’s classic institutional economics perspective (Vatn, 2005), to 
address the same research question. We are interested in whether applying a different theoretical 
framework will lead to new findings. For, while we expect that it will confirm the necessity to 
distinguish standards from regulation in innovation research, it promises to further our 
understanding of how standards and regulation work and work out.  

Vatn, an institutional economist working in the field of environmental sciences, is among other 
things concerned with the problem how to foster sustainable behavior. He is particularly 
interested in how institutions affect behavior. An institution, according to one definition, “(…) 
represents a social order or pattern that (...) reveals a particular reproduction process. (...) 
Routine reproductive procedures support and sustain the pattern, furthering its reproduction 
(...)” (Jepperson, 1991, p.145). Both regulation (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991; March and Olsen, 
1989) and standards (Egyedi, 1996) fall within this definition of institution.  

Vatn’s angle strongly differs from Lessig’s (1999, 2006). Lessig has a legal background and is 
concerned with the question which regulatory modality is best suited to protect freedom on the 
Internet (i.e., ‘cyberspace’). Applying Vatn’s conceptual framework promises to identify 
territory that we missed when applying Lessig’s. It constitutes the second of a three-step 
research trajectory.  

In the following, we first introduce the concepts needed to position standards and regulation 
within Vatn’s classification of rule-type institutions. We show that they belong to different rule 
sets (section 2). Next we discuss the role of institutional settings and the importance of 
institutional rationalities for understanding how rules work (section 3). These elements of 
Vatn’s framework allow us to reason about how the two rule sets work and work out. They 
point to the need for distinguishing functional and substantive mechanisms, a distinction we 
introduce in section 4 and use to explore innovation effects of standards and regulation in 
section 5. In section 6 we present conclusions and propose follow-up research. 

2. Vatn’s Classification Of Rules  

There are different schools of thought within institutional theory. For a discussion thereof we 
refer to Vatn (2005, pp.9-13). Vatn positions himself in the social constructivist school that is 
rooted in the sociology of knowledge (e.g. Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Bloor, 1976; Collins, 

 

2 This study is based on a survey, the UK version of CIS3 (Eurostat, 2001). The researchers were offered the 
opportunity to include a limited number of questions about the impact of standards and regulation on the innovation 
efforts of respondents (i.e. companies). Most questions combined standards and regulation. 
3“A standard is a document, established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that provides, for 
common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the 
achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context.” (ISO/IEC, 2016) 
4 Note that this was done for a reason. The ISO/IEC definition of standard was formulated to also accommodate 
the potential use of standards in regulation (private communication, Reinhard Weissinger, dd. October 8, 2018) 
5 When Lessig (1999, 2006) speaks of regulatory modalities he refers more generally to constraints imposed on 
behavior by of Law, Norms, Market and Architecture (e.g. software code). 
6 ‘Innovation’ refers to products, processes etc. that are at the time of introduction new to the market and state of 
the art in their respective discipline (OECD and Eurostat, 2005).  
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1981). In short, it entails that what people know to be true and how they perceive reality differs. 
That is, beliefs and knowledge of individuals compose relative realities. But if a perception of 
reality is shared it becomes ‘real’. Everyday knowledge and scientific knowledge are social 
constructions. They result from and are situated in social contexts. We will take a closer look at 
this school of thought in section 2.4. For now it suffices to know that central in Vatn’s thinking 
is that institutions are created by people, and in turn shape people’s behavior (e.g. motivations). 
This is reflected in his definition of institution: “Institutions are the conventions, norms and 
formally sanctioned rules of a society. They provide expectations, stability and meaning 
essential to human existence and coordination. Institutions regularize life, support values and 
produce and protect interests.” (Vatn, 2005, p.83) 

As we will discuss in section 2.3, it is of particular interest to this paper that elements of Vatn’s 
definition already anticipate on how institutions work and work out. Of interest is further Vatn’s 
choice of rule-type institutions. While his definition does not literally include the terms 
‘standards’ and ‘regulation’, they are rule-type institutions as well. This will ease 
accommodating them in his conceptual framework (section 3). (Note that other scholars using 
institutional theory focus on different sets of institutions. While a discussion thereof falls 
outside the scope of his paper, e.g., Crawford and Ostrom (1995) focus on rules, norms and 
shared strategies, while Powell and DiMaggio (1991) focus on the formal organization, regime 
and culture. Note also that, while we use the term ‘rule-type institutions’ to distinguish them 
from other institutions (e.g., organization or family) and increase the readability of this paper 
for those unfamiliar with institutional theory, in principle these other institutions are made out 
of ‘rule-type institutions’.) 

In the below we introduce and discuss his three institutions (section 2.1), the different problems 
they address (section 2.2) and how they interrelate (section 2.3). Next we revisit his definition 
of institution on, for example, the role of expectations and coordination in the light of 
complementary literature (section 2.4) to prepare for positioning standards and regulation 
within his framework.  

2.1 Classes Of Institutions 

Vatn distinguishes three classes of institutions: conventions, norms and formal rules. In Vatn’s 
words, conventions “simplify by combining certain situations with a certain act or solution” 
(2005, p.62). They support “one type of behavior as opposed to all other possible ways of 
handling an issue” (Vatn, p.6). The “(…) basic rationale [of conventions] is to simplify 
coordination” (Vatn, p. 63). Complexities of life are simplified by structuring and classifying 
(p.63), i.e., by creating regularity (p.6). His examples of convention range from language 
conventions (p.8) and metrics for weight, time, etc. (p.6) to ‘dressing codes for various 
occasions’ and ‘greeting each other under certain circumstances’ (p.63). 

A norm “is a response to questions concerning what is considered right or appropriate behavior” 
(Vatn, 2005, p.7). Norms “combine a certain situation with a required act or solution which 
supports an underlying value.” (p.63) “Norms are about developing and sustaining certain types 
of relations between people. They are the archetype of institutions in civil society.”(p.64) 
Internalized norms work via feelings of guilt and no external sanctions are necessary (p.64). 
Vatn illustrates the distinction between norms and conventions by terming ‘greeting when one 
meets’ as a norm and ‘the way one greets’ as a convention (p.64).  

Formally sanctioned rules - also called ‘formal rules’ or ‘legal relations’ (Vatn, 2005, p.68) - 
“combine a certain situation with an act that is required or forbidden and which is governed by 
third-party sanctioning” (p.65). These rules, notably legal rules, “are backed by the formalized 
power and sanctions of the collective (…)” and involve formalized types of punishment.  
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2.2 Differentiating According To Problems  

Vatn differentiates institutions according to the kind of problem they are best suited to address. 
That is, they represent a problem-specific solution (Vatn, 2005, Table 3.2, p.83). Thus, formally 
sanctioned rules are needed to solve otherwise irreconcilable conflicts of interest. “[L]egal 
relations are fundamental to creating order in societies, not least in the form of economic 
relations. They exist where interests are or may be explicitly conflicting and the collective finds 
it necessary to empower the regulation of this conflict by the formalized control of its collective 
power (…).”(Vatn, 2005, p.65, quoting Bromley, 1989) Thereby “[t]he authorities are a sort of 
‘extended we’, constructed as a third party with the power to adjudicate in conflicts among 
citizens.” (Vatn, 2005, p.78) That is, in order to address irreconcilable conflicts and achieve 
social order, an institution is needed with the power of arbitration and sanctioning, i.e., formal 
legal rules.  

In contrast, conventions are established to address the problem of complexity (‘a complex 
world’). He discusses complexity as requiring a ‘practical solution’ (p.37). Solving it is 
foremost prompted by pragmatism [our term; TE/AW]. Coordination is needed to reach 
agreement [our term; TE/AW], i.e., a convention.  

Lastly, Vatn describes social norms as best suited to address situations of friction [our term; 
TE/AW], in which ‘interests can be harmonized’ (Vatn, 2005, p.83). Friction can be dissolved 
by ‘creating common values’ (Vatn, 2005, p.83) and fostering common ground on what is 
considered right or wrong – i.e., morality [our term; TE/AW].  

Table 1: Rule-type institutions as responses to different problems (extension of Vatn, 2005). 

Type of institution Underlying motive to 
develop institution* 

Problem addressed Solution needed, i.e. 
Coordination aimed 
at* 

Conventions Pragmatism*  Complexity  Agreement*  

Social Norms Morality*  Friction* Common values  

Formal legal rules Social order Conflict Arbitration and 
sanctioning 

 

Table 1 summarizes the above. It builds on and extends Vatn’s Table 3.2 (2005, p.83). Therein 
we address Vatn’s dual use of the ‘coordination’, i.e. as a general characteristic of institutions as well as 
the solution typically covered by conventions, by making explicit the coordinative role of all institutions 
and introducing the term ‘agreement’ as the coordinative aim of conventions instead of ‘coordination’. 
In the Table we further add the column ‘Underlying motive’ to highlight the different nature of 
problems addressed, and indicate our terminology with an asterisk. 

Consistent with Vatn’s definition of institutions, all problems (column 3, Table 1) require a 
coordinative effort to solve them7 but the kind of coordination differs (column 4, Table 1). That 
is, in the case of complexity, coordination occurs by seeking agreement; in the case of friction, 
coordination focuses on finding common values; and in the case of conflict, coordination occurs 
via arbitration and sanctioning.  

 

7  
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2.3 ADICO Grammar Of Institutions 

Vatn uses the language-based ADICO Grammar of institutions developed by Crawford and 
Ostrom (1995) to capture the relation between his three rule-type institutions. He explains it as 
follows (Vatn, pp. 67-68): 

The ADICO grammar consists of the elements 

 A - An Attribute, i.e. “characteristics of those to whom the institution applies”;  
 D - A Deontic, which “defines what one may (permitted), must (obligation) or must not 

(forbidden) do”; 
 I - An Aim, which “ describes actions or outcomes to which the deontic is designated”; 
 C - A Condition, which “defines when, where, how or to what extent an Aim is permitted, 

obligatory or forbidden”; and 
 O – An ‘Or else’, which “defines the sanction for not following the rule”.  

He illustrates the grammar with the sentence of a formally sanctioned rule: (A) A’s animals (D) 
must not (I) feed on B’s cultivated land (C) during the growing season or else (O) A will be 
fined. (p.67) Thus, legal rules comprise all five 5 ADICO elements; social norms, about which 
more below, are self-sanctioning and contain no ‘Or else’; and conventions are limited to 
describing how something is done, i.e. no ‘Or else and no Deontic. An example of the latter is: 
People in Scandinavia greet each other by shaking hands. (Vatn, 2005, p.67) 

Particularly the distinction between formal rules and norms can be blurry since, next to the 
formal sanctioning system of the state in the case of the rule of law, “other types of third-party 
regulation may be observed” (Vatn, 2005, p.85, footnote 2). This includes possible social 
sanctioning (e.g. ex-communication) in the case of norms (Vatn, p.68). In such cases a social 
norm can be interpreted as a formal rule. 
That a formal rule need not be issued by the state is illustrated by his example of the daycare 
centre, where parents have to pick up their children on time. At a certain moment, the 
organization introduces a fine for picking up children late, which entails a switch from a social 
norm to a formal rule. Analogously, a convention can evolve into a norm. What starts as a 
family agreement to dine at 18 hours, becomes a habit with normative overtones due to the 
performative role of expectations, about which more later on. 

Summing up, Vatn’s rule-type institutions are not distinct, mutually exclusive classes. Rather, 
as the ADICO grammar highlights, they are interrelated as successive specializations. That is, 
Vatn’s distinction can be understood as a heuristic classification of institutional specialization. 
We will discuss possible implications in section 4.2  

2.4 Accommodating Standards And Regulation  

Vatn’s description of the three institutions, the type of problems they address and their grammar 
suffice to position ‘standards’ and ‘regulation’ - as addressed in innovation studies - within his 
classification.  

Standards. For various reasons standards are to be understood as a subset of Vatn’s class of 
‘conventions’. Vatn uses standards of different kinds (De Vries, 2006), among other kind of 
agreements, to illustrate what a convention is. Their similarity is further underscored by 
comparing Vatn’s definition of convention (i.e., “combining certain situations with a certain 
(…) solution”) with De Vries’ definition of standardization, i.e. “the activity of establishing and 
recording a limited set of solutions to actual or potential matching problems (…) [with the] 
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inten[tion] and expect[ation] that these solutions will be repeatedly or continuously used” (De 
Vries, 1999, p. 13) [italics added; TE/AW] and the ensuing definition of standard. Moreover, 
standards and conventions have the same ADICO grammatical pattern: like conventions, 
committee standards are non-normative and their application is in principle voluntary (no 
Deontic and no Or else). Complying with standards is a matter of ascertainment. Lastly, the 
pragmatic problem of complexity that characterizes conventions is also a key challenge in 
standardization; and the typical mean for addressing it, i.e. coordination by convention, calls 
into mind the central role which coordination plays in studies on standards committees (e.g. 
Farrell and Saloner, 1988; Schmidt and Werle, 1998, pp.265-266). In sum, Vatn’s class of 
conventions comprises the subset of committee standards. This is indicated by the ‘inclusion’ 
symbol in Table 2. (NB: The changed order of elements in the Table serves to highlight the 
specialization relation between institutions.) 

Table 2: Accommodating standards and regulation in the ADICO grammar.  

Institutions 

ADICO Grammar  

Convention 

(⊇ Standard) 

Norm Formally sanctioned 
rules (≈ Regulation)  

Attribute: Characteristics of 
those to whom the institution 
applies 

X X X 

aIm: Describes actions or 
outcomes  

X X X 

Condition: Defines when, 
where and how  

X  X X 

Deontic: Defines what is 
permitted, obliged or 
forbidden 

 X X 

Or else: Defines the sanction 
for not following the rule 

  X 

 

Regulation. ‘Regulation’ as referred to in innovation research (e.g., Hawkins et al., 2017) 
closely resembles Vatn’s class of ‘formally sanctioned rules’ (Vatn, 2005, p.68). It seems 
identical according to the ADICO grammar (Table 2). While, as discussed, third-party 
sanctioning need not be confined to state-sanctioning, as the term ‘regulation’ suggests, Vatn 
mostly writes about legal rules. With this caveat, we conflate the two in Table 2 with the 
‘roughly equivalent’ symbol.  

To conclude, standards and regulation belong to different rule-sets of Vatn’s classification. In 
the following, we proceed to explore additional elements of Vatn’s framework that shed light 
on how standards and regulation differ in respect to their workings and effect.  

3. Role Of Institutional Rationalities 

Vatn’s definition of rule-type institutions (2005, p.83) partly highlights some dynamic 
elements of how rules work (e.g., expectation and coordination) and their effect (e.g. creating 
stability and regularity). This will be elaborated in section 4. Partly, it points to the substance 
of mechanisms and effects of rules (i.e., provide meaning, support values and produce and 
protect interests). In this section we introduce theory that prepares for understanding the latter.  
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3.1 Institutional Rationality  

We limit our introduction of his theory to the bare essentials of the role of institutional setting 
and rationalities on behavior (i.e., which refers to “choosing the appropriate means to defined 
ends”; Vatn, 2005, p.126). In doing so, we follow Vatn’s line of argument, which starts with 
an explanation of neoclassical economics as a point of reference.  

Key to neoclassical economic theory is that people base their choices – i.e., behaviour - on 
maximizing individual utility, both in markets and elsewhere. Their preferences are stable and 
are independent of the circumstances. That is, the individual is self-contained. To be rational 
is therefore to maximize one’s individual utility (Vatn, 2005, p.113). In markets, private 
property rights are exchanged in competition. The cumulative outcome of these exchanges is 
a market equilibrium.  

Neoclassical economics has been criticized, for example, for not taking into account the effort 
needed to search for information and assess the quality of a product (non-transparency of 
markets and asymmetric access to information between producers and consumers; Vatn, 2005, 
p.127), and the additional costs involved in transacting such as those of bargaining and 
drawing up contracts (information and transaction costs; e.g. North and Thomas, 1973). 
Making a ‘rational choice’ presumes full information in neoclassical economics. But an 
individual usually does not know at what point s/he has all the relevant information. In 
practice, therefore, people set a target and stop gathering information once the target is first 
met (‘satisficing’ rather than ‘maximizing’); that is, in practice, rationality is bounded 
(Williamson, 1985). These points of critique, however, still fall within the neoclassical 
economics approach in that they position the individual as self-contained, independent and 
maximizing his or her gain.  

Classical institutionalists like Vatn radically depart from the latter core neoclassical tenets. 
They adhere to the social constructivist view that institutions (e.g. markets, law and family) 
are created by individuals, which in turn shape individual behaviour. The individual is 
socially formed and individual preferences and actions are therefore (also) socially 
influenced. This theoretical perspective explains a broader set of behaviours than neoclassical 
economics does. It points to multiple, context-dependent rationalities: “[T]he idea of plural 
rationalities is based on the observation that what is rational to do can be driven by reasons 
other than maximizing/satisficing individual utility. Which rationality applies, depends then 
on the institutional context in which one finds oneself. This implies that in some settings it is 
considered appropriate to take only individual interests into account. Under other 
circumstances this is not so.” (Vatn, 2005, p.121)  

Next to ‘individual rationality’, classic institutionalists identify ‘social or cooperative 
rationality’ (e.g. think of the context of the family or the community). More specifically, 
social rationality may consist of reciprocal rationality (“propensity to respond positively to 
sympathetic actions and negatively to unfriendly behaviour, despite individual losses”; Fehr 
and Falk, 2002) and normative rationality (“norms about what is the right thing to do in 
certain situations (…) If norms are fully internalized, they are followed independently of 
whether others know and can punish those breaking the norm” (Vatn, 2005, p.123). 

Although individuals differ, the institutional rationality that prevails in a specific context 
fosters a dominant type of behaviour (Vatn, 2005, p.130). In the case of individual rationality, 
a person’s behaviour is determined by utility or willingness to pay. Core to social rationality 
is behaviour as determined by arguments in a communicative process (Vatn, 2005, p.125).  

Thus, when Vatn defines rule-type institutions as providing meaning, supporting values and 
producing and protecting interests, he refers to the setting in which they were established, the 
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shared perception of reality embedded in these institutions (i.e., attribution of meaning), and 
their reinforcement of this reality, values and interests included (i.e., support, production and 
protection). The socio-institutional context defines which behaviour is – economically and 
otherwise - rational and legitimate and therefore likely to occur. The concept of institutional 
rationality thus explains the substance of behaviour.  

3.2 Rationalities Of Standards And Regulation  

How do rationalities vary across the institutional contexts of standards and regulation? In 
applying Vatn’s insights, we restrict ourselves to an ideal-typical description of both settings 
but note that qualifications apply. For, while some standard settings closely match the formal 
one described, others do not. The range of settings varies greatly (e.g., Weiss and Cargill, 1992; 
Bowker and Star, 1999). It includes industry standards consortia, professional organizations 
and committees of government agencies. 

The same caveat applies to regulation. The dominant rationality that underlies regulation may 
strongly differ per country and, for example, between ‘free market’, authoritarian and welfare 
states. Given these qualifications, a discussion of ideal-typical rationalities clarifies what is at 
stake.  

Ideal-typically, regulation is the outcome of a political process and public debate. The state, 
which helps formulate and enforces regulation, has the public interest at heart. The state 
authorities are a sort of ‘extended we’ of its citizens (Vatn, 2005, p.78). Which public values 
and interests should be prioritized and protected by means of regulation is a matter of 
argumentation (Vatn, p. 129). These may range from the protection of freedom of speech to 
clean air and private property. A social, public-interest oriented rationality dominantly defines 
which actions are acceptable and ‘legitimate’ for state representatives. See Table 3. 

In the case of standards, we see plural rationalities at work. First, the procedures of 
standardization settings like ISO (International Standardization Organization) ideal-typically 
express a collective rationality. They embed assumptions, values and beliefs about the way 
standardization works or should work. This ‘standardization ideology’(Egyedi, 1996; Russell, 
2014), which emerged from the manner and principles of standards work in the first two waves of 
standardization (Yates and Murphy, 2019), is still partly evident today. It developed in the course 
of the 20th century around the argument that, because standards are to be voluntarily applied, 
procedures need to be in place that heighten the likelihood of their acceptance and 
implementation. The resulting standards procedures were designed to support a broad 
representation of stakeholders (producers of competitive and complementary products, 
consumers, public and private interest groups, government etc.). They were built on consensus 
decision making in order to ensure that the utmost would be done to accommodate minority 
standpoints; a democratic, impartial, politically and financially independent mode of operation 
to promote fair competition; concern for the quality of standards; and procedures that would 
favour arguments based on technical merit (Egyedi, 1996, pp. 111-113). In this ideal-typical 
context, in which the interests of a collective prevail and technical expertise counts, reciprocal 
behaviour between stakeholders is rational. There is also a second, individual rationality at work 
in standards committees, namely that of the market. In an ideal-typical market a product is 
exchanged between a producer and a consumer at a certain price. This price is an equilibrium 
outcome of maximizing (or satisficing) individual utilities. See Table 3. The dominant market 
dynamic in standards committees takes place not so much between producers and consumers 
but rather between competing producers, each motivated by a private interest. This interest can 
be furthered by a standard in and of itself, regardless of its content; by getting the preferred 
solution adopted in the standard; or by delaying or blocking the development of the standard. 
“[S]tandardization is, next to pre-competitive collaboration, a way of pursuing market 
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competition by other means” (Cargill, 2016). Behavior is driven by the logic of profit 
maximization or satisficing. The good that is exchanged in committees is best captured as: 
favorable market conditions (i.e., for production and sales). The outcome of negotiation is 
determined by the distribution of stakeholder resources, not least market power relations and 
dependencies - which we coin ‘situated exchange’ in Table 4.  

Table 3: Ideal types of institutional systems and dominant rationalities. 

Institutional system 
(Institution) 

Ideal-typical Rationality and type of 
interaction 

Roles 

State  

 

(Regulation) 

Social rationality (public interest)  

Norms, shared beliefs  

Communicative process: Public debate 

State and Citizens  

Standardization setting  

 

(Standards)  

Collective rationality (collective interests) 

Reciprocity 

Communicative process: Technical 
argumentation 

Stakeholders: Producers, 
consumers, public interest 
groups etc. 

 

Market  

(Price) 

Individual rationality (private interests) 

Profit maximization or satisficing 

Exchange  

Producers 

Consumers 

 

The institutional arena of the market is nested within that of committee standardization. The 
collective and individual rationalities interact. More specifically: the individual logic of the 
market counteracts the collective logic of standardization. This creates a tension, especially 
where producers are the main contributors to standardization, as they often are in formal 
standardization. Some tension is evident, for example, where market considerations in 
committee deliberations are packaged in technical arguments to legitimize them within the 
standardization setting (Schmidt and Werle, 1998). Here, the collective rationality of the 
standards setting - at least superficially – mitigates private interest negotiations. The degree to 
which mitigation occurs will vary across committee and standards settings. Sometimes the 
private interest and that of the collective will coincide. But the undermining potential of nested 
rationalities can be observed in the OOXML case (Egyedi and Koppenhol, 2010), where the 
collective standards process became subsidiary to one company’s interest.  

Table 4: Overview of institutional characteristics of standards and regulation. 

Institutions 

Institutional 
characteristics 

Standards 

 

Regulation  

 

Institutional setting Market nested in Standardization State 

Rationality (Logic/ 
Interaction) 

Individual (Profit maximization/ Situated 
exchange between competitors) 

Nested in: Collective (Reciprocity/ 
Technical argumentation between 
stakeholders)  

Social (Norm, Reciprocity/ 
Public debate) 

 

Value supported Market value 

Collective value 

Public values 

Interest produced and 
protected 

Private interests 

Collective market interests  

Public interests (incl. private 
interests)  
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Regulation, which ideal-typically embeds and reproduces public values and interests, is of 
course also affected by the institutional arena of the market – because of its importance for the 
national economy – and by individual interests (e.g., the pervasive role of property in society 
or the protection of the individual against the misuse by the state). But this calls for a different 
paper.  

The overview in Table 4 already indicates the potential relevance of the institutional setting in 
which standards and regulation are created for their effect, namely the values and interests they 
(re-)produce and protect.  

4. Inner Workings And Effects Of Standards And Regulation  

To increase readability, in the following the general term ‘rules’ is used as a synonym for Vatn’s 
rule-type ‘institutions’ - and, where relevant, Lessig’s ‘regulatory modalities’.  
As noted, Vatn’s definition of rule-type institutions (2005, p.83) implicitly includes two distinct 
angles on how rules work and their effect. Below we address these. We first introduce our 
terminology (functional approach, inner workings, effect) and identify the variables used to 
examine how rules work. We examine what rules do, generally (section 4.1), and proceed by 
examining the functional mechanisms and, in this light, the implications of Vatn’s classification 
of institutional specialization (section 4.2) and substance-related mechanisms therein (section 
4.3). We summarize our intermediate findings (section 4.4), before turning to innovation effects 
in section 5.  

4.1 Functional Approach To What Rules Do 

To explore what rules do, we adopt the functional perspective initially introduced by Egyedi 
and Ortt (2017) to study commonalities and differences between standards categories. 
Paraphrasing them, they distinguish ‘function’ in terms of 1) how rules work, that is, what they 
do (compare: workings of a machine); and (2) how they work out, that is, their effect (compare: 
a machine’s output). In other words, they define a rule’s function as the essential inner working 
of a rule and its effect as its inevitable consequence (Egyedi and Ortt, 2017, p.107).  

4.1.1 Rules Constrain  

In the twin article mentioned before, we took a closer look at the constraining and enabling 
effects of rules. This seemingly contradictory dual effect has been widely observed by scholars 
across disciplines, Vatn and Lessig included (i.e., they “both restrict and liberate”, Vatn, 2005, 
p.77; “limitations can be features; they can enable as well as disable”, Lessig, 2006, p.86). To 
understand how both effects can be true, a distinction needs to be made between direct and 
indirect effects. While indirect effects of rules have been well-addressed in innovation research, 
direct effects have long been black-boxed (Swann and Lambert, 2017, p.25 a.f.). In the twin 
article, we address this black box. We argue that all rules initially constrain, and reconcile the 
seemingly contradictory findings in the literature by distinguishing (Egyedi et al., 2018, p.16): 

 inherently constraining effects; i.e., effects inherent to the inner workings of all rules 
(Lessig, 1999); they precede 

 direct generic effects; these are (a) rule-type institution-specific (e.g., specific to standards 
or regulation), and (b) ‘generic’ in the sense that all indirect effects of e.g. standards or 
regulation can be retraced to such direct generic effects (Egyedi and Ortt, 2017, pp.124-5); 
and  

 indirect effects (Swann and Lambert, 2017, p.25).  

Direct generic effects and indirect effects can be perceived as enabling (by constraint) as well 
as constraining, depending on the perspective of those involved. For example, while a certain 
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language convention may restrict a speaker, it enables her to communicate with others (enables 
by constraint). In Figure 1 in section 4.3 we revisit this schema from a classical institutional 
economics perspective.  

4.1.2 Rules Reduce Transaction Costs  

Whereas Lessig (1999)8 highlights constraints imposed by rules, where ‘instrumental 
considerations’ are concerned (Vatn, p. 139), Vatn highlights the capacity of institutions to 
reduce transaction costs (p.43). Transaction costs are the cost of exchange (p.57), that is, the 
costs of running an economic system (Arrow, 1969, p.48), of information gathering, contracting 
and controlling contracts (Dahlman, 1979). The school of transaction cost economics9 started 
out with Coase’s (1937) question why, if markets are preferable, do firms exist? He concludes 
that in some cases the costs of exchange are so high that a command structure as that of a firm 
is more efficient. These costs were later coined ‘transaction costs’. The same line of argument 
partly explains the command structure of the state (Vatn, p.176, p.183, p.220), which will be 
relevant when addressing regulation. For example, the costs of individually transacting property 
rights in a market or of defending one’s rights on an individual basis would be prohibitively 
high without regulation (and a court system and police force).  

Transaction costs also pertain to pragmatic problems, such as finding matching nuts and bolts 
in a non-standardized market; or determining the quality of a good as a consumer without any 
point of reference. The role of committee standards in reducing transaction costs has been well-
studied by economists (Den Butter, 2012). They are especially important in non-transparent, 
anonymous markets and international trade where trust is non-obvious (Jones and Hudson, 
1996; Kindleberger, 1983; Reddy, 1990). “[T]rust is an important mechanism [for enabling] the 
reduction of transaction costs, especially in the frequent cases of incomplete and/or asymmetric 
information [between buyers and sellers].” (Den Butter, 2012, p.160) Standards are a means to 
increase trust and reduce uncertainty.  

In sum, committee standards and regulation not only constrain; they also have the ability to 
reduce transaction costs. They are designed to increase efficiency – although “the very concept 
of efficiency, the rules and conventions by which efficiency is measured, are themselves largely 
defined by the actual institutional set-up” (p.190), as will be discussed in section 4.3. 

4.2 Functional Mechanisms 

In this section we explore the inner workings and direct effects of standards and regulation from 
a functional perspective.  

Standards. In Vatn (2005), conventions (among which standards) are about reducing 
complexity and simplification. This is done by e.g., ‘choosing one among many ways of 
handling an issue’, classifying, “supporting one type of behavior as opposed to all other 
possible ways…” (p.6), and “combining certain situations with a certain act or solution“(p.63) 
[emphases added; TE/AW]. This refers in essence to ‘variety reduction’, the term which also 
Egyedi and Ortt (2017) use to characterize the key function of standards. In Vatn’s work, variety 
reduction foremost entails defining a selection (i.e., inner workings). Its effect is simplification. 

 

8 This is mentioned in economic theory as well, including in Vatn’s work (‘common constraints’, p.107).  
9 The school of ‘new’ institutional economics (or transaction cost economics) extends the individual-based model 
of neoclassical economics by including institutions as a mean to reduce transaction costs (p. 57). 
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The measurable effect of the resulting order is reduced human effort10 – by reducing transaction 
costs. See Table 5. 

Regulation. Bringing into mind the definition of legal rules, which “combine a certain situation 
with an act that is required or forbidden and which is governed by third-party sanctioning” 
(Vatn, 2005, p.65), all five elements of the ADICO grammar apply.11 However, in the light of 
scientific parsimony, Condition, Deontic and Or else suffice to capture the inner workings of 
regulation. In our own wording, regulation essentially specifies: If [in a certain situation] then 
[behavior: do/do not] or else [sanction].We refer to this inner working as ‘if-then-else’ (Egyedi 
et al., 2018, p. 14)12. It serves the overall function of Conflict resolution. Regulation disciplines 
its subjects. The empirically measureable effect is predictable behavior. See Table 5. This 
behavior (re-)produces a societal order, in Vatn’s wordings; it fosters social stability. Which 
societal order, is a question addressed in the next section.  

Table 5: Functional mechanisms as inferred from Vatn (2005). 

Rule-type institutions Function: Inner working Direct Generic Effect 

Standards Variety reduction: Selection13 Reduced human effort 

Regulation Conflict resolution: If-then-else Predictable behavior 

Moreover, in the light of Vatn’s heuristic classification of institutional specialization, regulation 
can be understood as a standard with specific characteristics, namely one that includes 
normative and sanctioning elements (i.e., AIC +D+O, respectively). Or, looking at it differently, 
since selection is the essence of how a standard works (its inner working), regulation also entails 
selection; like standards, it also reduces human effort. What distinguishes regulation from 
standards and other rules is its inner working of ‘if-then-else’ and its direct generic effect of 
‘predictive behavior’.  

4.3 Substantive Mechanisms  

To understand Vatn’s contribution to how rules work, i.e., the substance-related – in short, 
substantive - mechanisms highlighted by classical institutional economics, let us briefly recall 
why rules are established, according to transaction cost theorists14. For, if there are no 
transaction costs and the neoclassical economic assumptions of pure individualism (p.43) hold, 
the market should be left to take care of interpersonal transactions.15 However, because of 

 

10 Vatn’s mention of saving human effort is one of the aspects of ‘Energetic efficiency’ which Kienzle (1941–
1955) ascribes to standards. ‘Energetic efficiency’ refers to saving ‘energy’ in respect to human effort, material, 
physical energy (Egyedi and Ortt, 2017, p.119)  
11 We are aware that regulation, which includes principles of good governance and good administration, cannot be 
captured by the ADICO grammar. See the distinction between rules (compliant to ADICO) and principles (several 
of which can apply simultaneously; the consequences are not a priori clear) in Dworkin (1977). Think of for 
example, the principles of fair play, carefulness (e.g. proportionality of the sanction), equality and non-
discrimination and the right of defense (Van Eck, 2018). However, here we explore what Vatn’s approach may 
tell us. 
12 Bovens and Zouridis (2002, p.181) have pointed out the ‘if-then’ structure of law, albeit without ‘Or else’, in 
the context of a ‘conditionally programmed legal framework’.  
13 Apart from variety reduction, which is the primary function of standards (Egyedi and Ortt, 2017, p.119), Vatn 
mentions classification. Classification, however, is one of the secondary functions in the functional classification 
of standards next to compatibility, measurement and behavior protocol (Egyedi and Ortt, 2017, p.119), and is as 
such a special instance of variety reduction. To avoid inconsistency, we do not include it in the Table.  
14 There are of course many other – e.g. moral – reasons to introduce rules. 
15 Neoclassical economists believe that “any politically chosen Pareto optimal social state can be established by a 
competitive market equilibrium” (Vatn, 2005, p.225)  
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transaction (including information) costs, for example, firms and states are established – and 
rules – to reduce them and increase the efficiency of market and social exchanges, these 
theorists contend. In an elaborate line of argumentation (Vatn, pp.169-227), of which we only 
reproduce the conclusion, Vatn argues that ‘what is efficient’ is defined within an institutional 
setting and reflects its dominant values, interests and rationalities. “[I]t is not possible to draw 
a clear distinction between pure efficiency considerations and the protection of interests. Rather, 
what becomes efficient is defined by the interests [or values] protected by the collective via the 
formulated institutions.” (Vatn, 2005, p.170) Efficiency can therefore not be viewed in 
isolation.16 Rules (re) produce cértain interests and create a cértain kind of efficiency. Vatn’s 
remarks can be read as cautioning against taking for granted an efficiency that is implicitly 
defined by the status quo (p.76). The status quo should not automatically be point of departure 
for designing or choosing among rules. In this respect, he points out that “some interests never 
need to defend themselves since institutions that are built into the basis of the system protect 
such interest. Thus they become ‘invisible’ and tend to go unchallenged.” (p. 190) Continuing 
on this line of thought, notably property rights are built into the system, as are mechanisms to 
reproduce the distribution of these rights and implied access to resources. Modern welfare 
theorists distinguish “(…) between efficiency – that is economics – and distribution [of 
resources] – that is, politics” (p.224). But the two cannot be separated, he argues. That is, there 
is a normative, political aspect to efficiency that should not be denied and factored out of 
economic equations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1: Integrated model of the ‘black box’ of rules and their direct effects. 

The implications of the above for how rules work and work out are of a content-related, 
substantive nature. If rules are “a mode to protect values and interests and (…) an expression 
of control and power”, apart from being a way to reduce transaction costs (Vatn, pp.107-108), 
which ones are (re)produced and protected? In the case of technical standards, this is reflected 
in which subject is standardized (agenda setting, prioritization) and the substance of the final 
standard. Depending on the standards setting (e.g., chair, participants and procedures in place), 
negotiations based on maximizing individual interests (market rationality) are mitigated by the 
collective rationality of standardization. The direct generic effect is the (re)production and 
protection of dominant values and interests, including those concerning the distribution of 
resources.  

In the case of regulation, ideally, the social rationality of the public sphere is codified in if-then-
else rules. The dominant order, including the priorities set in respect to pubic values and 

 

16 Vatn points to circularity in the reasoning of modern welfare theorists , namely that if “preferences and 
transaction costs are themselves functions of the economic or institutional system in place, then what becomes 
efficient must also be a function of the system as defined.” (p.225) 
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interests, are (re)produced and protected. Figure 1 captures the pervasive influence of initial 
institutional settings on the substantive effect of rules.  

4.4 Integration  

Summarizing, all rules constrain behavior and can17 reduce transaction costs. Each rule is 
characterized by a rule-specific inner working (all of which constrain) and a direct generic effect 
(all of which reduce transaction costs). The manner in which this occurs, the substance of the 
rule, follows from the rationality dominant in the institutional setting. These rule-specific direct 
generic effects form the basis for reasoning about indirect effects of innovation. Figure 1 
integrates the functional and substantive view on how rules work.  

5. Discussion On Innovation Effects  

Rules in general have the effect of focusing innovation efforts either because they reinforce a 
certain path of research and development or because they set requirements that are to be met. 
They reduce uncertainty and therefore risk - to some degree where voluntary standards are 
concerned, to a large degree in the case of regulation. They create regularity and make “(…) 
the acts of others comprehensible, and help form expectations about what will happen in certain 
situations” (Vatn, 2005, p8). Expectations are performative: they guide and direct behavior 
(Van Lente, 2012, p.772; 2000). The expectations, which standards and regulation raise, foster 
stability.  

Because rules are to a large extent rooted in the status quo, they reproduce and protect the 
existing distribution of resources and the related ‘allocation of economic opportunities’ (Vatn, 
p.221). That is, the playing field of innovation cannot but be skewed: irrespective of the kind 
of rule, some parties will have more opportunities to innovate than others.  

Next to these overarching effects, classical institutional economic theory points to the rule-
specific innovation effects discussed below.  

5.1 Standards And Innovation Effects  

In the case of voluntary committee standards, the reduction of transaction costs frees time and 
energy for pursuing innovative paths and enables more rapid innovation. Standards may 
constitute a platform, a performance reference, an interface etc. for innovating (Egyedi and Ortt, 
2017, Table 6.3). The selection process involved in standardizing directs efforts towards certain 
innovations and marginalizes alternatives - without making them impossible.  

Which innovation is most likely to occur, can be clarified with Sherif’s classification of 
innovations (Sherif, 2006, pp.23-25, partly based on Christensen, 1997). He classifies them 
according to the degree of technological change (i.e., discontinuity in technological 
performance) and the degree of change in the existing value chain (i.e., based on existing or 
new parties in the value chain). ‘Incremental innovations’, which are based on an existing 
technology and the existing value chain, “(…) tend to reinforce the existing industrial order 
because they are more readily integrated within the firm’s strategy (…)” (p.23). What he calls 
‘platform innovations’ are also based on existing value chains but they represent a technological 
discontinuity. Both fall within Sherif’s category of ‘sustaining innovations’. In contrast, 
‘disruptive innovations’ are those that change the value chain. New and/or additional parties 
are involved. Innovation is then either based on combinations of existing technologies 

 

17 Whether they reduce transaction costs depends on the quality of the rules, the existence of conflicting rules, rule 
density etc. (Bozeman, 1993).  
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(architectural innovation) or involves new technologies (radical innovation). We hypothesize 
that standards foremost embody or lead to sustaining innovations, that is innovations based on 
existing value chains. They protect existing, mostly private, interests. Depending on the setting, 
these will be incremental or platform innovations.  

To illustrate this, in the mid-2000s standardization of next generation Ethernet networks at 100 
Gb/s took place in two settings (Egyedi and Sherif, 2010). It was addressed by the ITU-T, the 
formal international body for setting telecommunication standards. ITU-T procedures 
institutionalize much of the standardization ideology described earlier. In parallel, it was 
addressed by the IEEE, an international standards forum that originated as a US professional 
organization for electrical engineers. This forum’s procedures catered more explicitly to 
company interests. The IEEE Higher Speed Study Group focused on developing a standard that 
extended the longevity of 10 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s designs, i.e., incremental innovation; whereas, 
taking into account ITU-T’s earlier work on 40 Gb/s, ITU-T Study Group 15 worked on a set 
of– discontinuous – technologies such as a new transport container for optical transport units/ 
optical data units, i.e., a platform innovation. (Egyedi and Sherif, 2010, Table 1, p.170) Since 
both efforts did not challenge the value chain, they are examples of sustaining innovations. But 
the approaches differed. Diverging institutional rationalities, i.e., the more market-oriented 
rationality of maximizing individual utility in the IEEE setting, versus the dominantly collective 
rationality of technical discourse in the ITU-T setting, may have contributed to their different 
approaches. The former rationality is more likely to emphasize business continuity. The latter’s 
emphasis on technical argumentation - and other features typical of the formal international 
standardization ideology - is more likely to lead to more radical technology change. But more 
in-depth research is needed to confidently assess the role of institutional rationalities in these 
cases.  

Thus far we addressed how standards co-evolve with technology innovation (Egyedi and Sherif, 
2010, p.171), that is, standards as embedding innovation. Whether standards are innovative and 
timely in respect to the technology life-cycle, premature (in which case the standard will be 
ignored) or rather codify existing solutions ex post, the co-evolution of standards and 
technology development suggests continuity in the value chain. We hypothesize therefore that 
standards will foremost lead to sustaining innovations – although perhaps technology 
development is a better term here than innovation. For, while standards may remove barriers, 
in and of itself a standard - think of compatibility standards, classifications, measurements or 
behavior protocols - contain no inherent incentive to innovate. Although its primary effect, i.e., 
reducing transaction costs and consequently freeing human resources, could indirectly 
contribute to innovative efforts, whether this will happen depends on other factors.  

A more promising angle to explore the effect of standards on innovation seems to be whether 
standards are formulated foremost as descriptive or performance standards. In the case of 
performance standards, where requirements are set without specifying how they should be met, 
standards adopters have leeway for innovation. Note again, however, that those who feel too 
constrained by a voluntary standard can pursue other paths. This is not the case with 
performance requirements in regulation, which we will revisit below. 

5.2 Regulation And Innovation Effects 

Based on Vatn’s groundwork, we argued earlier that regulation notably leads to predictable 
behavior, which creates a stable, orderly society. Orderly societies offer a more stable R&D 
environment and attract R&D investments. This applies to regulation in general. If we confine 
ourselves to technical regulation, in contrast to our expectation that co-evolution of standards 
and technology development most likely fosters sustaining innovations, we hypothesize here 
that regulation will either frustrate and block innovations, or lead to disruptive innovations. To 
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start with the latter, new technical regulatory requirements are set in answer to societal conflicts 
that cannot be resolved otherwise, paraphrasing Vatn. New solutions are needed that likely 
require new market relationships and changes in the value chain. Possibly these solutions can 
be found by combining existing technologies in a new way (architectural innovation); possibly 
radically new technologies are needed to meet the requirements (radical innovation).  

We know from, for example, Blind (2012a) and Pelkmans and Renda (2014) that the negative 
effect of costs of compliance to regulation need to be set against “the more dynamic effect of 
regulations generating additional incentives for innovative activities” (Blind, 2012a, p.3); they 
re-direct company R&D (e.g. Swann, 2005) and sometimes spark radically new R&D efforts.  

To illustrate the dynamic referred to, in the 1970s the Dutch government introduced new 
charges for wastewater treatment (i.e., using the price mechanism as part of new regulation). 
This was an incentive for Gist brocades, a chemical and pharmaceutical company, to reconsider 
its company policy on emissions to water. It initially faced the choice between paying a third 
party for wastewater treatment, which would only be cheaper initially, and, being a knowledge-
intensive company, building its own water purification plant. This would be cheaper in the long 
run because the plant could be designed to treat separate waste streams (which is easier and 
cheaper to treat than mixed streams). They decided for the latter. The subsequent choice was 
between using existing aerobe waste treatment technology, which for lack of space would have 
been difficult; or developing their own solution, which they did. They developed anaerobic 
biobed technology in the course of 5-6 years. This process technology was patented and 
ultimately sold. (Egyedi and Vergragt, 1996)  

The case illustrates a negative effect of compliance costs and an innovation incentivizing effect. 
It exemplifies that in the long run regulation may accelerate the uptake of innovations and have 
spillover benefits (Blind, 2012a, p.4). 

Apart from its potential to trigger disruptive technologies, regulation can frustrate or 
marginalize promising innovations. This occurs where existing regulation is based on 
technology-specific solutions that, from a substantive perspective, (re-) produce and protect 
earlier public - or nested individual and collective – interests; and where these solutions have 
been overtaken by new developments. Compare this with the disadvantage of descriptive 
standards. Often regulation, and notably legislation, lags behind scientific and technological 
developments. The latter cannot easily be foreseen, and legislation revision cycles are lengthy 
and difficult processes. Regulation can thus slow down or impede the development and 
application of more out-of-the-box solutions.  

To illustrate this, a small paper factory, whose aim it was to replace wood fibers where possible 
with fibers from agricultural residual streams, may face unexpected regulatory barriers. For, in 
the case of tomatoes, after the harvest the plant is considered to be waste although the stems 
contain substances that can be used as raw material for paint, glue, plant protection products 
etc. and fibers for paper production. (Van Rees, 2016) However, waste streams are highly 
regulated and can only be processed by select licensed parties (Kafka Brigade Foundation and 
ISDuurzaam, 2016) since at the time of drawing up the rules waste was not considered a 
valuable resource. The regulator challenge then lies in formulating ‘performance requirements’ 
at a level and in a way that does not hinder promising initiatives. 

6. Conclusions And Recommendations 

In this twin paper to Egyedi et al. (2018), we adopted Vatn’s (2005) classical institutional 
economics framework to explore in what manner standards and regulation differ in how they 
work and their innovation effects. The aim was to contribute to the current body of theory on 
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standards and innovation (e.g., the Handbook of innovation and standards edited by Hawkins 
et al., 2017), and in particular to our understanding of what happens inside the black box (Swann 
and Lambert, 2017, p.23) of inner workings and direct effects of standards and regulation.  

Applying Vatn’s framework has led to new insights and a clearer framing of insights from the 
literature. First, Vatn discusses commonalities between rules, like coordination and reducing 
transaction costs, which, when reading the standardization literature, may seem specific to 
standards (e.g., Schmidt and Werle, 1998; Den Butter, 2012). Their commonalities put 
standards into perspective - and invites digging deeper into what is special about standards.  

Table 6: Functional and substantive effects of standards and regulation. 

Institutions 

Characteristics 

Standard 

 

Regulation  

 

Problem addressed Complexity Conflict 

Function Variety reduction Conflict resolution  

Inner working Selection If-then-else 

Direct generic effects   

 Functional  Reduces human effort  Predictable behavior  

 Substantive  (Re-)produces and protects 
private interests (partially 
mitigated by the collective 
interest) 

(Re-)produces and protects 
public interests (incl. private 
interests) 

Indirect innovation effects   

 Functional Efficiency frees human 
resources 

Stable R&D environment  

 Substantive Sustaining innovations  Disruptive or blocked 
innovations  

Vatn’s heuristic classification of specialization in rule-type institutions highlights that rules are 
related: legal rules require and are built on rules that reduce complexity. That is, the variety 
reduction that characterizes committee standards is a necessary albeit not sufficient condition 
for drawing up ‘formally sanctioned rules’. Moreover, where standards are used to resolve 
otherwise irreconcilable societal conflicts, as in the case of regulatory standards (Egyedi et al., 
2018), they acquire the characteristics of regulation. While current rulings suggest otherwise, 
the legal implication is that they should therefore be treated as such (see Elferink, 1998; De 
Vries and Verspagen, 2016).  

Second, in the twin article we made a significant step in opening up the mentioned black box 
using Lessig’s framework of regulatory modalities (1999, 2006). The findings of this paper 
show a reassuring overlap. Taking a functional perspective on Vatn’s work, we identify for 
standards the function of variety reduction, the inner workings of selection and the direct 
generic effect of reducing human effort; and for regulation the function of conflict resolution, 
the inner workings of if-then-else and the direct generic effect of predictable behavior. In 
addition, however, Vatn’s framework points to the need for including a substantive (i.e., rule-
substance oriented) perspective next to a functional one. He highlights the importance of (a) the 
institutional setting in which rules are developed and (b) institution-specific dominant 
rationalities for understanding direct and indirect effects of rules. Rules (re)produce and protect 
values and interests, foremost private and collective ones in the case of standards (notably, 
private ones may only partially be mitigated by the collective rationality of standardization) and 
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foremost public ones in the case of regulation, we argue. This conclusion should be followed-
up by further research.  

Meanwhile, the pervasive influence of the institutional setting, in which rules are developed, 
on the effect of rules should raise the awareness of innovation researchers to the substance of 
rules and alert them to the question which values and interests are (re)produced and protected 
in rules. The new light which applying Vatn sheds into the black box and on innovation effects 
as captured by Figure 1 and Table 6, highlights the value of taking a functional as well as a 
substantive approach in innovation research.  

Third, inducing innovation effects from substantive direct generic effects, we hypothesized and 
provided initial examples for the argument that standards foremost lead to short term sustaining 
innovations (Sherif, 2006, p.23) and regulation to longer term disruptive innovations (Sherif, 
2006, p.24) or short and medium term frustration of radical innovations. These hypotheses need 
to be tested. If confirmed, it means that innovation policy makers should recognize the often 
heard assumption that regulation hinders innovation for what it is: rhetoric, until proven 
otherwise. Instead, policy makers should focus on how to make regulation more future-proof 
and avoid formulating technology- or solution-specific regulation (Widlak, 2019), i.e., on 
performance regulation. 

Finally, if well-targeted and –formulated, rules in general will reduce uncertainty, risk, and 
transaction costs, thereby creating conditions favorable for innovation. However, while 
standards may reduce barriers and constitute a platform for innovation, we noted that (1) 
standards do not comprise an inherent incentive for innovation. As discussed, (2) the 
innovation-incentivizing character of performance regulation is more obvious. While these two 
tenets need further thought and should be treated as tentative, they point to the relevance of 
distinguishing direct generic and derivative indirect innovation effects.  

As will be clear from the above, this paper has opened up many more research avenues than it 
has closed. We may additionally recommend, for example,  

 Case studies to test the integrated functional and substantive model of rules and their effect 
(figure 1); and 

 Research that tests whether the variety of indirect innovation effects noted of standards and 
regulation in the literature (e.g., Hawkins et al. 2017; Blind, 2012b; and the overviews of 
innovation research by Swann, 2000, 2010) can be convincingly traced back to the direct 
generic effects identified in this paper. 

But first a synthesis of the twin papers is called for, one that compares and integrates the 
findings of the complementary theoretical analyses. For, as this paper already indicates, it pays 
off to study the same phenomenon from different angles – here: Vatn’s (2005) classical 
institutional economics framework and Lessig’s (1999, 2006) legal framework of regulatory 
modalities. The new insights which Vatn offers are a plea for more multi- and interdisciplinary 
research in this field, as well as for increased awareness of the implications of subdisciplinary 
angles for scientific findings, the implications of which Vatn clearly illustrates. It should signal 
to public policy makers the necessity to safeguard disciplinary diversity in innovation research 
that serves as input for policy.  
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